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•What is MICR Toner?
The acronym MICR stands for Magnetic Ink Character Recognition, and is a specially formulated, low-abrasive toner with an iron
oxide additive, giving it magnetic properties.

•What is MICR Toner Used For?
MICR toner is used exclusively for printing checks. Because of its magnetic properties, MICR toner is very expensive and would 
never be used for everyday printing needs. Banking institutions require the line going across the bottom of all checks containing 
both the routing and account numbers to be printed with only MICR toner and a specialized MICR font.

•Why is MICR Toner a Necessity when Printing the Bottom Line on My Checks?       
MICR technology was first invented by the banking industry in order to more efficiently  read and sort the literal billions of checks 
received by various banks worldwide, based upon the numerical information given across the bottom of each check. The line 
must be printed with magnetic toner in order for the reader to detect the information.

•What is an Encoded MICR Font, and Does it Matter Which One is Used on the Checks?    
Example of Encoded Font:

An encoded MICR font is a specialized type of font, as seen above. The most widely used in the United States is referred to as
the E-13B font, the E referring to the fifth version of the font, the number 13 reflecting the 0.013-inch design, and the letter B
indicating the second revision of the fifth version. This font version consists of ten digits (0-9) and four specialized symbols. There
are other types of fonts available, and yes, it’s absolutely imperative that only fonts which meet the ABA-X9 standards as
established by the banking industry are utilized. If the font you select does not meet these banking standards, you will find
yourself with a lot of returned checks and plenty of painful fees and unhappy payees to go with them!

• How Does MICR Technology Work?
There are two types of magnetic readers available that are used to read MICR fonts, single track and multiple track readers. Both
readers pass the check numbers past a magnet, which then magnetizes the iron oxide particles used in the toner. The
magnetization process next creates patterns, which in turn are decoded by the reader and the checks are then easily sorted and
batched together by account number.

•Why Would I Want to Print My Own MICR checks? Preprinted Checks vs. Printing Them Yourself:
We’ve all heard the old adage “There are but two things certain in this world, death and taxes”. Well, there are three more things
certain, which in Ben Franklin’s day probably didn’t much apply: Check fraud, skyrocketing expenses and convenience! Most
users asked agree, there are three good reasons to print your own checks vs. buying them preprinted by a check manufacturer.

 Check Fraud; The truth is, preprinted checks are a high security risk. Currently, there is an estimated 20 billion dollars of theft
each year committed through fraudulent check writing. Think about it. Every single preprinted check contains both your bank’s
routing number and either your personal or business bank account number, right across the bottom of it. Preprinted checks also
show your full name, address and telephone number. If the wrong person comes across those blank checks while they’re waiting
to be used, he or she can write in any dollar amount they choose, as well as making it payable to anyone, including their own
self! He/she then forges your signature, cashes those checks, and you haven’t even realized they’re missing yet! If that’s not bad
enough, a check you yourself has actually written to a specific party can easily be intercepted while in the mail or elsewhere, get
completely “cleaned” of its original information (such as the payee’s name and the correct dollar amount), with dry cleaning fluid,
and altered to meet a less-than-honest person’s needs. Not only are you stolen from and out your money, then the real fun starts
attempting to close down all of your bank accounts, cancel any and all justified un-cashed check, contact those people, order
and pay for new checks, wait for the checks to arrive before you can pay another bill…. well you get the idea. It’s a horrible
ordeal to endure.



The Good News
When using blank check stock combined with MICR toner, your risks are significantly lowered. Why? First, your check stock is blank.
If someone comes across it, it is completely worthless to him or her, because there is no information on it to steal!

Resistance to Alteration-Toner Anchorage; While printing on check stock with a liquid ink such as that from an inkjet printer or a fabric
ribbon would be a safe way to go, ink cannot be magnetized due to the heavy properties of the iron oxide sinking to the bottom of the
liquid, making it impossible to use for check printing. The only exception to this may be if your bank is using a specialized OCR check
reader which operates on a laser beam technology as opposed to magnetization.

Consult with your bank for further information. The reason for which liquid is a safe choice is because the ink is actually absorbed by
the fibers deep into the document, referred to as “toner anchorage”, making it resistant to alteration. When printing checks on a laser
printer however, the toner does not penetrate below the paper’s surface, thus calling for a special saturation treatment applied to both
sides of the check stock in order to aid in toner adhesion for true document security. When employing this treatment for use with a
laser printer, little to no toner can be removed from the original document, neither in the paper’s creasing, nor can it be removed
without paper damage by attempting to scrape off the toner. Make certain the blank check stock you purchase contains this saturated
liquid, and thus your checks will then be secure.

 Skyrocketing Expenses; Buying preprinted checks from a manufacturer can become very expensive, especially with all of their
hidden fees, like processing fees, telephone ordering fees, special font fees, carbon duplication fees, shipping fees, the list goes on.
The last time our company bought checks from a manufacturer, the list price for two boxes totaling 250 checks was $35.90, or $17.95
per box. After all extra fees were added in, the actual order totaled $64.90. $64.90 for two boxes of checks!! That basically doubled
the original cost of the checks, just due to the hidden fees!
 Convenience; When using MICR check writing, there is so much more flexibility a business can enjoy. It can add, change or delete
bank account, routing numbers and personal information on the header of the check at any given time and as often as necessary. You
can even change your logo without having to throw away hundreds, maybe even thousands of expensive, unused checks! Also, if you
happen to operate a payroll service for multiple clients, you would not need to separate out the different checks for each company, as
they all start out blank.

• Which Supplies and Equipment are Required in Order to Print My Own MICR Checks?
In order to print your own MICR checks, you are required to have:
 Your own computer
 Specialized software 
 Good quality check stock
 A good laser printer
 A high quality MICR toner cartridge compatible to your laser printer

• Which Brands of Laser Printers are Compatible to Use MICR Toner Cartridges In?
There are several major manufacturers who make printers that have MICR toner cartridges available to use in them. Some of those
brands include Brother, Dell, HP, IBM, Lexmark and Xerox. The brand with the vastest array of choices is HP, which needless to say,
is also the most popular and widely used brand on the market. Just make certain before you buy any printer for use with MICR
printing, that you verify availability of a compatible MICR cartridge.

• Who Supplies the Best MICR Toner Available at an Excellent Price?
Laserfleet has been in the toner cartridge remanufacturing business since 1988, and we were one of the very first companies in the
State of Michigan to ever have produced a compatible toner cartridge. For MICR cartridges, we start with only the finest iron oxide
based products, precise cleaning procedures and parts replacement, and couple those with stringent quality control and testing
measures. And, we do it all for less money than other companies. In addition, we offer a full money back guarantee against any all
defects for one full year from the date of purchase.

• Are MICR Toner Cartridges Secure to Dispose Of?
Yes. Because laser printer technology strikes its imaging through a mirror-to-drum laser beam, there is no signature imprinted into the
actual optical drum used in the toner cartridge. To be certain there is no residual toner leftover on the drum that could possibly be
read, either give the drum a full, manual rotation, or run several test pages through the printer to ensure the drum is wiped clean of
any critical information.


